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Over the last five years there has been increased attention to issues regarding gender representation in country
music culture generally, and on country format radio in particular. The vast majority of these studies have focused
on representation on US country format radio, with limited attention to the growing gender imbalance on Canadian
country music radio. In a September 2014 article for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), Nick Patch
stated that the genre’s “gender imbalance has grown wider than the brim of a Stetson.”1 Reporting on the situation
on the eve of the annual Canadian Country Music Association Awards (CCMA) that year, Patch observed that
women were being edged out of the genre – pointing to the complete absence of female artists among the 15
nominations for the top three awards. Three years later, Global News’s Chris Jancelewicz conducted a study of
Canadian country format radio.2 Tracking playlists across a 12-hour period on three Corus-owned stations
(Country 104 in Woodstock, Ontario; KX96 FM in Oshawa, Ontario; and 93.7 JR FM in Vancouver, British
Columbia), Jancelewicz found significant disparity between male and female artists. Despite increasing popularity
of the genre amongst Canadians, the results (summarized in Table 1.0) show that songs by female artists made
up 8.0-14.9% of Canadian country format programming.

Table 1.0 Gender Representation on Canadian Country Radio, July 2017 (as reported by Global News)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Total songs

Country 104
25 July 2017
11:54 AM to 11:57 PM
# Songs
% Songs
162
88.5%
16
8.8%
5
2.7%
183
100%

93.7 JR FM
26 July 2017
11:36 AM to 11:59 PM
# Songs
% Songs
151
85.8%
14
8.0%
11
6.2%
176
100%

KX96 New Country
26 July 2017
3:48 AM to 3:44 PM
# Songs
% Songs
119
80.4%
22
14.9%
7
4.7%
148
100%

As gender imbalance has become an increasingly dire situation for country music culture, one Canadian program
director is using her platform to support women. Ottawa’s Country 101.1 FM launched a special program “Girl
Power Hour” on 27 August 2018.3 Amanda Kingsland, the station’s Program Director and Rogers
Communications’ National Music Director – Country Brand, developed the program with her staff at Country 101.1
with the goal of developing a strategy for promoting female artists. The one-hour program airs on weeknights at
6:00 p.m. EST, and features classics alongside current country artists. Following its successful launch in Ottawa,
Rogers added the program to their stations across the country. In addition to programming, Country 101.1
partnered with GallantMEDIA to present Fav Five Females customizable tank tops and T-shirts. Fans can select
their five favourite female artists to be printed on a shirt, with proceeds donated to Women in Music Canada. While
some might argue that specialty programming ghettoizes female musicians, this type of programming works to
reverse the exclusion of women by reintroducing them to audiences and providing a platform for new artists. More
critically, it shows the industry that it can be done in a consistent manner.4

Programming on Canadian Radio
Canadian country format radio differs from the American model – discussed in previous research studies – in both
size and scope. First, the Canadian country format radio market is much smaller than its American counterpart.
There are currently 38 Country format stations monitored by Mediabase in Canada, 35 of them reporting their
playlists to the weekly charts. This is in comparison to the 321 Mediabase-monited stations in the USA – 157 of
which are reporting to the Published Panel. US country format radio is four times larger than the Canadian country
radio landscape – eight times larger overall when looking at all monitored stations. As a result of fewer stations,
Canadian airplay charts tend to be a much faster moving ecosystem, and individual stations have greater power to
influence an artist’s performance on a chart. The second notable difference in the Canadian model concerns
content: radio broadcasting in the country has, since the early 1970s, been governed by Canadian content
(“CanCon”) rules that regulate the composition of broadcast radio in the country. While a detailed discussion of the
events leading up to these regulations is outside of the scope of this report, it warrants an overview because it
impacts how airplay reports are analyzed.
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Broadcast radio began in Canada, like the US, in the early 1920s, with licenses for purchase from the national
Department of Marine and Fisheries by groups that operated limited daytime programming. But as radio in
Canada developed, programming reflected very little of the country’s cultural heritage. During the late 1960s, as a
renewed sense of nationalism emerged surrounding the country’s centenary celebrations, there was a growing
concern of Americanization of Canadian culture in general, and on broadcast radio specifically. 5 Terrestrial radio
was dominated by musical imports: as Paul Audley outlined in Canada’s Cultural Industries, by 1968 only 4% to
7% of the songs broadcast were Canadian, with the remaining songs presented primarily by musicians from the
USA.6 While Canadian artists tended to do well regionally, they struggled to break through the national market –
which limited their reach outside of Canada.7
The debate came to a head in 1971 with the passage of CanCon regulations, which stipulate that radio stations
must program a certain percentage of content that was at least partly written, produced, presented or contributed
to by persons from Canada.8 The Canadian Radio-Television Commission (CRTC) was established following the
country’s centenary, with a mandate to enforce radio broadcasting and telecommunications rules – notably in the
area of CanCon. These regulations sought to carve out space for Canadian music on AM and (later) FM radio,
governing the minimum percentage of songs aired, their time of day (to ensure that Canadian songs were not
ghettoized in the early morning or after midnight), and the method of evaluating a song’s “Canadianness”.9
Commercial radio stations (like those reporting to Mediabase) that were licensed before 1999 are required to play
30% Canadian content, while those licensed after 1999 are required to play 35% Canadian content. 10
The music requirements for determining if a song could be considered Canadian were adopted by radio
broadcasters in 1971. The system, known by its patriotic acronym MAPL, is defined as follows:
•
•
•
•

M(usic) – composed entirely by a Canadian;
A(rtist) – music or lyrics are performed principally by a Canadian;
P(erformance) – musical selection consists of a performance that is (i) recorded wholly in Canada or (ii)
performed wholly in Canada and broadcast live in Canada;
L(yrics) – written entirely by a Canadian.11

To qualify, a musical work must fulfill two of these conditions. While many stations use the 35% as a target in their
programming, one program director recently told SongData that they see 35% is a starting point. Thus, stations
fulfill their cultural responsibility to promoting and supporting Canadian content in a variety of ways, with some
stations using their platform to support Canadian artists.
While the present study does not have as its goal to evaluate if or how Canadian country radio is complying with
CanCon regulations, it is important that they be considered within the broader climate of gender inequality.

Study Datasets
This study uses two datasets curated from charts published by Mediabase. The first includes the Top 150 songs
on the Published Panel for the Yearend reports for Canadian country format radio covering the years 2005 to
2018. The dataset includes the song title, artist and featured artist name, the song’s yearend position and data
capturing song spins (total annual and monthly spins) for 2,100 records over the 14-year period. This dataset was
augmented with the biographic data defining ensemble type and gender for lead and featured artists/ensembles.
The second dataset consists of the weekly charting activity of the Published Panel covering the years 2005 to
2018. This dataset captures the same data as above, but also includes the weekly ranking positions for the
302,136 records across this same 14-year period.
As with previous SongData studies,12 this study maintained a coding practice of separating male-female
ensembles and female artists into two categories in an effort to better understand the impact of gender-based
programming on country radio. As a result, three codes were used to define artists by their biological and
sociological status: M for men, W for women and M-F for male-female ensembles (i.e., groups comprised of artists
of artists of both sexes). With regards to collaborations, the song was coded by the gender of the lead artist.
Tables 1.1 (p. 3) and 2.1 (p. 12) outline the study’s coding system as it relates to the yearend dataset.
In this study, the following colour coding scheme is observed:
Female artists
Male artists
Male-female ensembles
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Part 1: Yearend Reports, 2005-2018
The yearend reports of the Published Panel offer a snapshot of the top songs in a given year, providing
information about the frequency and prominence of a song within Canadian radio culture. Part 1 focuses on the
Top 150 songs on the yearend Published Panel between 1 January 2005 and 31 December 2018 – the top 2,100
songs over a 14-year period. As with previous SongData studies, regardless of how the data are examined, the
number of songs by male artists exceeds the number of songs by both female artists and male-female
ensembles.13 Table 1.1 shares the detailed coding system used to analyze the yearend reports. This list shows
how songs were coded, but also provides a breakdown of the full complex of the dataset according the number of
records by men, women, male-female artists and their various ensemble combinations. As Table 1.2 summarizes,
male artists had 1,682 songs (80.0%) on the yearend charts, while female artists had 314 (15.0%) and malefemale ensembles had 104 songs (5.0%). This amounts to a 1,368-song difference (or of 81.3%) between the
number of songs by men and women in this 14-year period, or a 5.4 to 1 ratio on the yearend reports.
Table 1.1 Study’s Coding System for the Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)
Code
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
M-F
M-F

Artist/Ensemble Type
Male solo artist
All-Male group
Male solo artist feat. male artist
Male solo artist feat. female artist
Male group feat. male solo artist
Male group feat. female artist
Male group feat. male group
Female solo artist
All-female group
Female solo artist feat. female artist
Female solo artist feat. male artist
Female solo artist feat. male group
Male-female ensemble
Male-female ensemble feat. female artist
Total songs

# of songs
1,320
288
26
38
8
1
1
284
22
3
4
1
103
1
2,100

% of songs
62.9%
13.7%
1.2%
1.8%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
13.5%
1.0%
0.1%
0.2%
0.0%
4.9%
0.0%
100%

Table 1.2 Number and Percentage of Songs on Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country Format Radio (20052018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Total songs

# of songs
1,682
314
104
2,100

% of songs
80.0%
15.0%
5.0%
100%

The total number of songs (2,100) on the yearend reports includes 603 repeated songs – that is, songs in the
dataset that appear on more than one yearend report. Removing these songs reduces the dataset to 1,497 unique
songs. As Table 1.3 summarizes, the percentage of songs by men, women and male-female ensembles remains
relatively unchanged when focusing on the unique songs: 1,174 songs (78.4%) are by men, 246 (16.4%) are by
women and just 66 (5.1%) are by male-female ensembles. The gap between songs by men and women narrows
by just 1% – down to 79% – but narrows significantly when looking at the percentage of unique musicians. A total
3

of 182 men (71.4%) released 1,174 songs, while 57 women (22.4%) and 16 male-female ensembles (6.3%)
released the remaining 323 songs. This results in a 68.7% difference between the number of individual male and
female artists reported in the yearend lists.

Table 1.3 Number and Percentage of Unique Songs and Artists on Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country
Format Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

# of songs
1,174
246
77
1,497

% of songs
78.4%
16.4%
5.2%
100%

# of artists
182
57
16
255

% of artists
71.4%
22.3%
6.3%
100%

Figure 1.1 maps the annual activity of the Top 150 songs on the yearend reports. Here, too, the number of songs
by men exceeds those by women by a significant margin. In 2005, female artists had 35 songs (23.3%) on the
yearend reports on Canadian country format radio. Over the course of the 14-years that followed, the number of
songs by women declined to just 16 songs (10.7%) by 2018 – a decline of 54.3% between 2005 and 2018. While
the number of songs by women decline over this period, the number of songs by male artists increase from 113 in
2005 to 130 by 2017-2018. Although this is only a 13% increase in songs by men over 14 years, this is still an
increase from 75.3% of the yearend charts in 2005 to 86.7% by 2018. The gap between songs by male and
female artists, then, increases from 52.7% to 78% over a period of 14 years. The ratio of songs by men to women,
of course, increases, too; while the overall ratio average 5.4 to 1, the annual ratio increases from 3.2 to 1 in 2005
to a significant 8 to 1 on the 2018 yearend report. As with studies of the Billboard Hot Country Songs chart and the
Mediabase US Published Panel, there is no single year in this study period in which women the same number of
songs on the Canadian yearend reports. This strongly suggests that women are not programmed at the same
level on the reporting stations as their male colleagues.

Figure 1.1 Distribution of Songs by Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles on the Yearend Reports for the
Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

As with the Yearend reports for US Country format radio, this trend holds true for the number of unique artists on
the Canadian Yearend reports. Figure 1.2 maps the distribution of unique artists, showing an increase from 54
(75%) to 67 (81.7%) men against a decline from 17 (23.6%) to 12 (14.6%) women between 2005 and 2018. The
gap between male and female artists thus increases from 52.1% in 2005 to 69.6% by 2018. Male-female
ensembles comprise a very small segment of the Canadian yearend reports. As shown in Figure 1.1, male-female
ensembles have just two songs (1.3%) on the yearend reports in 2005, increasing to a high of 14 songs (9.3%) by
2013 before declining to four songs (2.7%) by 2018. The same general shape is true of the number of unique
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artists (Figure 1.2), with an increase from one male-female ensemble in 2005 to a high of eight in 2012, before
declining back to three by 2018.

Figure 1.2 Distribution of Unique Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles on the Yearend Reports for the
Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

How do songs by Canadian artists fare on the yearend reports? Although songs by women make up just 16.4% of
the yearend reports over this 14-year period, 146 of the total 314 songs (46.5%) are by Canadian artists. Between
2014 and 2018, Canadian women consistently comprise 50% or more of the yearend songs by female artists with
particularly strong years in in 2014 (70.6%) and 2018 (62.5%), strongly suggesting that Canadian female artists
are prioritized on radio playlists. Figure 1.3 maps the distribution of songs by Canadian artists (in lines) against
those by all other artists (in bars). Not surprisingly, the number of songs by Canadian and non-Canadian men
outweighs those by women (both overall and by country of origin), but the activity of songs by Canadian women is
particularly surprising. While non-Canadian women are responsible for an average of 60% of the songs in the first
half of this period (2005 to 2011), there are equal or more songs by Canadian female artists in the final seven
years (2012 to 2018). Canadian women have particularly stellar years in 2014 (70.6%), 2017 (58.8%) and 2018
(62.5%). Thus, while there is considerable gender inequity in Canadian country format radio, it is heartening to see
that Canadian female artists factor prominently in programming above the border.

Figure 1.3 Distribution of Songs by Canadian (lines) and non-Canadian (bars) Men, Women and Male-female
Ensembles on the Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country Format (2005-2018)
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Gender Frequencies of Unique Songs and Artists Peaking in the Top
Positions of Yearend Reports, 2005-2018
Drilling into the yearend dataset to the chart’s top positions, the picture worsens for female artists and male-female
ensembles. As Tables 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 indicate, male artists continue make up a higher percentage of the top
positions of the Canadian yearend reports than both female artists and male-female ensembles. Unlike the US
yearend reports, the gap between male and female artists remains relatively similar when moving from the Top 20
(Table 1.4), to the Top 10 (Table 1.5), to the #1 position (Table 1.6). The Canadian yearend reports show more
songs by in the Top 10 and #1 positions between 2005 and 2018 than appear on the US yearend reports in a
greater period of time (2000-2018). Over the 14 years in this study, 16 songs by women entered the Top 10 of the
Canadian yearend reports and 1 song reached the No.1 spot – Jo Dee Messina’s “My Give a Damn’s Busted”
topped the Canadian yearend in 2005. Like the US reports, Thompson Square’s “Are You Gonna Kiss Me Or Not”
topped the 2011 yearend report in Canada.

Table 1.4 Percentage of Unique Songs and Artists in the Top 20 on the Yearend Reports for the Canadian
Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

# of Top 20
songs
235
27
18
280

% of Top 20
songs
83.9%
9.7%
6.4%
100%

# of Top 20
artists
77
13
6
96

% of Top 20
artists
80.2%
13.5%
6.3%
100%

Table 1.5 Percentage of Unique songs and Artists in the Top 10 on the Yearend Reports for the Canadian
Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

# of Top 10
songs
111
16
13
140

% of Top 10
songs
79.3%
11.4%
9.3%
100%

# of Top 10
artists
52
8
5
65

% of Top 10
artists
80.0%
12.3%
7.7%
100%

Table 1.6 Percentage of Unique Songs by Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles in the #1 position on the
Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

#1 songs
12
1
1
14

% of #1 songs
86.0%
7.0%
7.0%
100%

These summary tables illustrate the weak and precarious position of women and male-female ensembles on
country radio. As in the USA, women do not receive enough airplay annually on Canadian country format radio to
appear in the top positions of the chart, gradually filtering women out of the top positions of the yearend reports.
This is further demonstrated in the line graph of Figure 1.4, which maps the placement of the songs that peaked in
the Top 10 of the yearend reports between 2005 and 2018. Women average less than 2 songs a year in the Top
10 of the yearend reports between 2005 and 2014, and have no songs in the Top 10 for the final four years of the
period. Given that male-female ensembles are often coded “female” in Country programming, when combining
activity by women and these ensembles, the average number of songs increases to 2.8 over the same period, with
a high of four Top 10 songs (40%) in both 2005 and 2013. Women are programmed at such a small percentage of
radio playlists that they have not received enough spins to rank in the Top 10 for the final four years.
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Figure 1.4 Distribution of Unique Songs in the Top 10 of the Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country Format
Radio (2005-2018)

If women are not receiving enough spins to peak in the top positions of the chart, where are they peaking? What
space do they occupy on the yearend reports of Canadian country format radio? The histogram in Figure 1.5
maps the frequency of the 1,174 songs by men, the 246 songs by women and 77 songs by male-female
ensembles by their peak position on the yearend reports. Perhaps most startlingly, male artists have almost as
many songs in the Top 20 positions (235 songs) as the women do overall and three times more than male-female
artists. The majority of the songs by women peak between No. 61 to No. 90 (94 songs, 43.1%). This, while more
than 600 songs by male artists peak in the Top 50 positions. In fact, there is not one region of the chart in which
women have more songs peaking than male artists – even in the very bottom positions, men have more songs
than women. This is true of male-female ensembles as well, who have their strongest showing in the Top 10
(17.1% of their songs), but – with the exception of songs peaking in the bottom 50 positions of the chart – make up
less than 7% of each segment of the graph.

Figure 1.5 Frequency of Songs by Men and Women According to Peak Position on the Yearend Reports for the
Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)
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Viewing the results of the yearend reports in this manner emphasizes the depths of the disparity in programming
and the rate at which women and male-female ensembles are disadvantaged by current practices. Understanding
the where songs by women place within the yearend reporting ecosystem shows that female artists do not receive
enough weekly airplay to appear on the charts in high numbers or peak within the chart’s highest positions.

Frequency Distribution by Spin Data
Success on airplay charts is determined by the number of spins received. As SongData relayed in the study of the
Published Panel for country format radio in the USA, the disparity in the number of spins allotted to male and
female artists is significant and shows damaging impact to the opportunities for success by women in the industry.
The yearend reports of the Canadian published panel are certainly no different.
Between 2005 and 2018, there has been a significant increase in the number of total spins for the Top 150 songs
on the Canadian yearend reports (see Figure 1.6). The yearend reports for 2005 indicates 870,165 spins for the
Top 150 songs on the chart, increasing to 2,199,583 spins by 2018. As Figure 1.6 illustrates, there are three
marked moments of increase: the 18.5% increase from 2007 to 2008, 18.7% from 2010 to 2011 and 12% from
2014 to 2015. Although there were slight drops between 2005 and 2006 and 2009 and 2010, there is an overall
60.4% increase in the total number of annual spins for the songs in the Top 150 of the yearend reports from the
beginning to the end of the study period.

Figure 1.6 Total Annual Spins for Reporting Stations on the Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country Format
Radio (2005-2018)

Table 1.7 summarizes the total spins for men, women and male-female ensembles between 2005 and 2018. With
a total of 20,208,160 spins in this period, 82.2% of the total spins were allotted to songs by male artists, 15.3% by
female artists and just 4.8% by male-female ensembles. This results in a 6.3 to 1 male-to-female ratio in the
overall spins. Figure 1.7 presents the frequency distribution of total annual spins by artists’ gender and the results
show that women had 202,278 spins at the start of the period in 2005, increasing 8% to 220,617 spins by 2018.
The year 2016 was a particularly strong year with 261,888 spins (a 39% increase from 2013), but then declined
21% by 2017-2018. Over this period, women have an average of 187,265 spins – all while the number of spins by
male artists increases 66.3% in the total number of spins from 647,771 in 2006 to 1,923,461 by 2018. Despite a
7.3% decrease in spins between 2009 and 2010, this is a period of steady and significant increase in spins allotted
to male artists, all while the number of spins for female artists remained relatively unchanged. In fact, their total
spins remains within a 140,000 and 190,000 range over this 14-year period. As with the US airplay study, as male
spin-activity increased, the gap widened to from 52.4% to 79.4% by 2018. The ratio thus increases from 3.2 to 1 in
2005 to 8.7 to 1 by 2018. It goes without saying, that in Canadian country format radio, female artists do not even
have a chance at success on popularity charts.
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Table 1.7 Number and Percentage of Total Spins on the Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country Format Radio
(2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Total spins

Total spins
16,613,176
2,621,712
973,272
20,208,160

% of total spins
82.2%
13.0%
4.8%
100%

Figure 1.7 Distribution of Total Annual Spins Received by Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles on the
Yearend Reports for the Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

It was reported above that eight female artists registered songs in the Top 10 of the yearend charts in this period.
This includes songs by Jo Dee Messina, Faith Hill, Sara Evans, LeAnn Rimes, Carrie Underwood, Crystal
Shawanda, Taylor Swift and Miranda Lambert. Underwood and Lambert had the most Top 10 songs in this period,
with four and five, respectively. Miranda Lambert’s “Automatic” – the last song by a woman to peak in the Top 10
of a yearend report – ranked No. 2 in 2014 with 20,747 total spins. With the exception of Underwood’s 2005 single
“Don’t Forget to Remember Me” (which registered 9,805 spins), the remaining Top 10 songs by female artists
range between 10,000-19,000 spins. Top 10 songs by male artists have more annual spins than female artists.
None of the Top 10 songs by men have fewer spins than Underwood’s “Don’t Forget to Remember Me”, 68 songs
have annual averages in the same range as female artists, and 42 garnered spins in the range of 20,000-30,000
spins. Only one song, Sam Hunt’s “Body Like a Back Road”, received more than 30,000 spins with a total of
32,020 in 2017.
In this 14-year period, artists with the most career spins have amassed more than 350,000 spins. Unlike the study
of US format radio, the Top 10 artists by spins are not all men:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Keith Urban
Kenny Chesney
Blake Shelton
Luke Bryan
Jason Aldean
Dean Brody
Brad Paisley

579,688
503,111
488,608
446,668
443,494
421,942
412,344
9

8.
9.
10.

Carrie Underwood
Dallas Smith
Dierks Bentley

395,436
391,611
388,845

Underwood, who entered in at 11th overall on US country radio, emerges in 8th place on Canadian country format
radio. But with the exception of Underwood, the remaining Top 10 women emerge between 30 and 80: Miranda
Lambert at 30 with 210,020 career spins on Canadian country radio, Taylor Swift at 34 with 200,320 spins, Jess
Moskaluke at 42 with 156,038, Terri Clark at 46 with 141,505, Kira Isabella at 58 with 108,119, Kelsea Bellerini at
68 with 96,239, Reba McEntire at 69 with 96,172, Lindsay Ell at 74 with 87,327 and Meghan Patrick at 75 with
87,091. This means that 66 men have as many or more spins than the Top 10 women on these yearend reports.
What is most fascinating of the list of Top 10 female artists is the presence of Canadian women amongst them:
Moskaluke, Clark, Isabella, Ell and Patrick emerge as lead female artists within Canadian country format radio.
While their total career spins are significantly less than their male colleagues, their inclusion in this list suggests
that Canadian country radio supports its national artists in programming.

Key findings
The findings for Part 1 illustrate continued gender inequity on the yearend charts, this time on Canadian country
format radio. The general trends found in previous SongData studies are true here: male artists have more songs
on the charts than female artists, more men than women on the charts, and they receive a significant amount of
the total annual spins. The findings can be summarizes as follows:
1. Male artists have increasingly more songs on the yearend reports – from 75.3% in 2005 to 86.7% in 2018;
2. Female country artists occupy increasingly less space in the Top 10 of the yearend reports and are
completely shut out between 2015 and 2018;
3. Male artists have nearly as many songs peaking in the Top 20 of the yearend reports as women have on
the charts overall and three times more than male-female ensembles;
4. The disparity between male and female artists is most pronounced when evaluating the total annual spins:
male artists receive increasingly more spins every year while female artists decrease expanding from a
3.2 to 1 ratio in 2002 to 8.7 to 1 by 2018; and
5. The gap for spins for both the Published Panel on the Canadian yearend reports increases to 79.4% by
2018.
Overall, these results point to the prevalence for a form of gender-based programming that limits the space
available for women and male-female ensembles. At the same time, however, there are some positive findings
with regards to programming Canadian artists. Not only has there been an increase in the number of songs by
Canadian female artists since 2012, but 5 of the Top 10 female artists are Canadian. Thus, while there is certainly
considerable gender inequity, these results show increasing support by Canadian country format toward the
country music heritage and culture.
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Part 2: Weekly Reports, 2005-2018
The yearend reports provide a general sense of the trends on Canadian country format radio. Part 1 of this study
revealed, like previous SongData studies, a widening gap between male and female artists at every level of
analysis from the total songs on radio between 2005 and 2018, to the number of artists and their presence on
radio by total annual spins. But the opening section of this study also revealed increasing support behind
Canadian female artists, resulting in more songs by the country’s female artists overall and within the Top 10
women according to their career spins on the yearend reports. Part 2 dives deeper into radio airplay data,
analyzing the weekly airplay charts for the same 14-year period. This dataset allows us to examine not only the
individual songs and artists that receive radio airplay on reporting stations, but also the amount of time spent on
the chart.
Table 2.1 outlines the fine-grained details of the coding system of the weekly reports. This Table shows how
songs were coded, and a breakdown of the full complex of the dataset according the number of songs by men,
women and male-female artists and their various collaborations. The dataset for this part of the study consists of
302,136 rows of songs, comprising all of the songs that appeared on reporting country format stations for every
week between January 1, 2005 and December 31, 2018. This means, of course, that songs appear more than
once in the dataset, as it captures the weekly activity for every song played on country radio. The number of
positions each week fluctuates from one year to the next, and includes both currents and recurrents for each week
in the 14-year period. It should be noted, however, that this study does not delve into the activity of current and
recurrent songs in detail because of a flaw in the data. Preliminary study of the songs in current and recurrent
status revealed a disproportionate number of songs in current status in comparison to recurrent songs between
2005 and 2009. Close examination of the dataset revealed a significant number of older songs that were
categorized as “recurrent” in SongData’s US airplay dataset, that were listed in “current” status in the Canadian
dataset. While there is no question about the inclusion of these songs on Canadian country radio playlists
between 2005 and 2009 (the dataset includes significant detail on their spin activity), it seems likely that many of
the songs in the lower chart positions for these years should have been categorized as recurrent. This is further
cemented by the fact that graphs of the total number of songs receiving airplay each year across the entire study
period, echoes the same rise and fall of SongData’s April 2019 US study.14 Because of this inaccuracy of the
categorization of the lower positions between 2005 and 2009, the present study aims to focus first on the overall
picture regarding gender representation on Canadian country format radio (without detail on recurrent/current
status), and will then focus on the Top 100 positions to address broader issues of representation.
Figure 2.1 graphs the distribution of songs on the weekly charts, outlining the rise and fall in total number of songs
charting from 21,289 in 2005 to a period high of 26,849 in 2009 and then the gradual decline to a period low of
19,214 in 2016 before a final rise toward the yearend 21,618 in 2018. Despite the high rate of activity in 2009, the
period is characterized by an average of 21,581 songs overall on Canadian country format radio. Research is
underway regarding the fluctuation in the total number of songs on country radio in the period between 2008 and
2010 to better understand changes during those years that would lead to such an increase. This will be part of a
much larger future study on the development of Canadian country format radio.
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Table 2.1 Study’s Coding System for the Weekly Airplay Reports for Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)
Code
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M-F
M-F
NA

Artist/Ensemble Type
Male solo artist
Male group
Male solo artist feat. male solo
Male solo artist feat. female solo
Male solo artist feat. male group
Male solo artist feat. female group
Male solo artist feat. male-female ensemble
Male solo feat. male collaboration
Male group feat. male solo
Male group feat. female solo
Male group feat. male group
Male group feat. male collaboration
Female solo artist
Female group
Female solo artist feat. male solo
Female solo artist feat. female solo
Female solo artist feat. male group
Female solo artist feat. female group
Female solo artist feat. male-female ensemble
Female solo artist feat. female collaboration
Female solo feat. male-female collaboration
Male-female ensemble
Male-female ensemble feat. female solo
The Muppets
Total songs

# of songs

% of songs

176,510
42,667
2,584
4,046
696
12
18
42
650
177
129
174
52,282
4,942
758
371
107
18
62
4
3
15,825
75
1
302,137

56.9%
13.8%
0.8%
1.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.1%
16.9%
1.6%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.1%
0.0%
0.0%
100%

Figure 2.1 Distribution of Songs on the Weekly Airplay Reports for Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

As with Part 1, there is a significant disparity between men and women on the weekly airplay reports. Table 2.2
summarizes the full dataset, showing that 227,688 of the songs (75.4%) on country radio were by men, 58,547
(19.4%) were by women and 15,901 (5.2%) were by male-female ensembles. Figure 2.2 graphs the distribution of
men, women and male-female ensembles over this 2005 to 2018 time period. Female artists have 5,067 songs
(23.8%), declining 41.9% to a period low of 2,945 songs (14.9%) by 2017. Between 2017 and 2018 there was a
14.2% increase, back to 3,434 songs (15.9% overall) – but this is still a 32.2% decline from the start of the period.
In 2005, there was a difference of 51.5% percentage points between men and women, increasing to 61.1% in
2010, and ending with an average 67% gap from 2016-2018. Between 2009 and 2012, there was a 33% decline in
the number of songs by men and women on the weekly airplay reports – all while there was a slow 13% increase
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in the number of songs by male-female ensembles. Despite the fact that the change appears to have impacted
men more in this period (with a loss of 6,532 songs, compared to 1,739 for women), the overall drop by
percentage is nearly identical and the difference between male and female artists remains relatively unchanged
between 2009 and 2012 (58.9% percentage point gap in 2009 to 59.4% in 2012). However, from this point
forward, the gap increases to a high of 69.2% percentage points in 2017, and drops back to 67.2% by the end of
the study period. Interestingly, between 2009 and 2012 (when male and female activity declined), male-female
ensembles were on the rise, increasing from 1,190 (5.3%) songs to 1,627 (9.1%) songs in 2011. From this high
point in the study period, male-female ensembles decline significantly to just 505 songs (2.9%) by 2018.
Table 2.2 Gender Representation for all Songs on the Weekly Airplay Reports for Canada Country Format Radio
(2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Total songs

# of songs
227,688
58,547
15,901
302,136

% of songs
75.4%
19.4%
5.2%
100%

Figure 2.2 Distribution of Weekly Activity of All Songs by Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles on the
Weekly Airplay Reports for Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

A clearer picture of the impact of programming on individual artists emerges through examination of the weekly
reports. Table 2.3 summarizes the total number of individual songs and artists, which is graphed in Figure 2.3. Not
surprisingly, there is not one year in which women are programmed at the same rate or even come close to the
same rate as male artists in terms of both the number of individual songs and artists featured. Indeed, when
looking at the individual number of songs in this period (represented in the bars) the gap increases from 40.9%
percentage points in 2005 to 55.2% in 2010, drops to an average of 49.8% between 2011 and 2016 before
increasing again to 54% in 2017-2018. While the number of songs by male artists remains around an average of
69% between 2005 and 2018, women see an overall decline from 28.7% in 2005 to 22.5% by the end of the study
period. An improved relationship emerges in the number of individual artists (represented in lines) on these weekly
charts; an annual average of 63.4% of the chart is comprised of male artists, while female artists maintain a 30%
average, with the final 6% by male-female ensembles. Women have their strongest showing in 2011, when 100
women (40.5%) had songs on the radio. Despite the improved percentages, however, it is important to note that
there are at least 136 more individual men than women on these weekly reports throughout the entire period.
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Table 2.3 Number and Percentage of Unique Songs and Artists on the Weekly Airplay Reports for Country Format
Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

# of songs
3,911
1,610
332
5,854

% of songs
66.8%
27.5%
5.7%
100%

# of artists
754
430
81
1,265

% of artists
59.6%
34.0%
6.4%
100%

Figure 2.3 Distribution of Unique Songs (bars) and Artists (lines) on the Weekly Airplay Reports for Country
Format Radio (2005-2018)

Drilling into the top positions of the weekly reports shows us how programming impacts the trajectories of songs
by female artists. Tables 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 summarize gender representation in the top spots of the weekly charts,
showing how women are filtered out of these positions. The Top 100 songs, as broken down in Table 2.4, shows
that 2,415 (70.1%) of the songs are by male artists, while the remaining 808 (23.4%) are by women and 225
(6.5%) by male-female ensembles. The figures for female artists are higher for the Top 100 songs in the weekly
reports than for the yearend charts, and male-female ensembles are relatively similar. This difference can be
explained by the fact that the songs need to garner enough annual spins to be ranked on those yearend charts. As
such, the results from Part 1 show that women do not receive enough spins from radio during a calendar year to
reach this milestone, but that they are certainly present in weekly programming – even if in low numbers. The
results here show us that women are filtered out of the top positions of the weekly charts, proving that they are not
programmed enough to make the yearends.
The overall distribution of these Top 100 songs, mapped in Figure 2.4, shows strong and steady activity for male
artists (73% in 2005 to 75.7% by 2018), against a declining trend for female artists of 24.1% in 2005 and 19.9% in
2018. The greatest disparity between male and female artists emerges in 2016 and 2017, where male artists have
a high of 81% of the Top 100 songs, and female artists drop to 16.5% in 2016 and 13.8% in 2017-2018.
Throughout this 14-year period, male-female ensembles maintain a 6% average of the weekly positions,
expanding from a period low of 1.9% in 2005 to a high of 10.2% in 2011, and declining to 4.5% by 2018. Between
2008 and 2014, women and male-female ensembles account for 28-29% of the chart, declining to 24.3% by 2018.
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Table 2.4 Number and Percentage of Unique Songs and Artists the Top 100 of the Weekly Airplay Reports for
Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

# of songs
2,415
808
225
3,448

% of songs
70.1%
23.4%
6.5%
100%

# of artists
440
212
52
704

% of artists
62.5%
30.1%
7.4%
100%

Figure 2.4 Distribution of Songs by Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles in the Top 100 of the Weekly
Airplay Reports for Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Drilling into the dataset, 1,286 songs peaked in the Top 20 of the weekly airplay reports, 933 of which enter the
Top 10, and 287 reach the coveted #1 position. Male artists are programmed at a higher proportion than both
female artists and male-female ensembles in terms of both the number of songs peaking in the Top 20 (Table 2.5)
and Top 10 (Table 2.6) and reaching the #1 position (Table 2.7). The difference between the number of songs by
male and female artists likewise increases, expanding from 63.9% percentage points in the Top 20, to 70.5% in
the Top 10 and 71.4% in the #1 position. As with previous tables, not only do men have more chart-topping songs,
but there are also more male artists reaching these top positions. Each of these summary Tables (2.4 to 2.7) show
that the percentage of male artists increases from the Top 100, to the Top 20 to the Top 10 and #1 position, while
the number of women and male-female ensembles decreases. The same is true of representation of Canadian
women, who are responsible for 873 (14.9%) of the songs on the weekly chart, 446 (13.5%) of which enter the
Top 100 – with 94 songs (7.3%) in the Top 20, 35 songs (3.8%) in the Top 10 and just 3 songs (1.0%) in the #1
position over a 14-year period. These results echo those of previous SongData studies, in which women are
filtered out of top positions.15
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Table 2.5 Number and Percentage of Unique Songs and Artists in the Top 20 of the Weekly Airplay Reports for
Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

# of songs
1,022
200
63
1,286

% of songs
79.5%
15.6%
5.0%
100%

# of artists
160
47
13
220

% of artists
72.7%
21.4%
5.9%
100%

Table 2.6 Number and Percentage of Unique Songs and Artists in the Top 10 of the Weekly Airplay Reports for
Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

# of songs
775
118
40
933

% of songs
83.1%
12.6%
4.3%
100%

# of artists
126
36
8
170

% of artists
74.1%
21.2%
4.7%
100%

Table 2.7 Number and Percentage of Unique Songs and Artists at the #1 Position of the Weekly Airplay Reports
for Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Men (solo/group)
Women (solo/group)
Male-female ensembles
Totals

# of songs
235
30
22
287

% of songs
81.9%
10.5%
7.7%
100%

# of artists
54
12
5
71

% of artists
76.1%
16.9%
7.0%
100%

Figure 2.5a graphs the weekly distribution of the Top 10 songs, illustrating a 14-year period with a greater than
60% percentage point gap between men and women. With the exception of 2005 to 2006 and 2008 (when women
maintained 19-20% of the Top 10 songs), female artists had 15% of the Top 10 songs between 2007 to 2011.
Again, as with other Figures in this study, 2012 to 2013 marks a down turning point for female artists, where they
drop to 8% of the Top 10 songs in 2013, and maintain an 8.0% average over the last six years. Female artists
have their lowest point in 2015 with just 6.0%, where male artists have their high of 93% of the Top 10 songs.
Male artists maintain a 14-year average of 83%, increasing from their period low of 77% of the songs in 20052016 to highs of 93.0% in 2015 and 90% in 2016 and 2017. Figure 2.5b maps the distribution of unique Top 10
songs in this period, showing just how few unique songs by women enter the Top 10 every year – a 35.7% decline
from 14 Top 10 songs in 2005 to just 9 in 2018, with a low of 5 Top 10 songs in 2013 and 2014. These results
show a significant disparity between male and female artists in the Top 10 of the chart, which is also reflected in
the graph of the Top 10 songs on the yearend reports in Figure 1.4. In this context, women are not allotted enough
space on radio playlists to move their songs up the chart and into the Top 10.
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Figure 2.5a Distribution of Songs by Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles in the Top 10 of the Weekly
Airplay Reports for Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Figure 2.5b Distribution of Unique Songs by Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles in the Top 10 of the
Weekly Airplay Reports for Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Figure 2.6a illustrates the annual activity of gender-related trends in the #1 position of the chart. These results
show a significant increase in the number of chart-topping songs (in general) and for men (specifically). There
appears to be a shift in 2012/2013 (an increase of seven songs overall), to a high of thirty #1 songs in 2018. This
shows an increasing rate of turnover in the #1 position. As in previous figures (in both Part 1 and Part 2), the longterm trends in this graph shows that men have more #1 songs than women in every year of this 14-year period.
Men have an increasing number of songs at the top of the charts throughout this period, to a high of 27 unique #1
songs in 2018, and women have fewer than five #1 songs per year. As with all previous SongData studies, malefemale artists have an increase in #1 songs between 2009 and 2014 – but that increase is marginal. Following
2014, male-female ensembles do not fare well in the #1 position, registering no #1 songs in 2015, 2016 and 2018.
The years 2005 through 2008 were perhaps the strongest years for female artists in this study period. While
female artists had just four #1 songs in 2005, 2006 and 2008, this amounted to 22-25% of the chart-topping songs
in those years. Following 2008, fewer songs by women reach #1 on the weekly reports, falling to three in 2009, to
an average of one between 2010 and 2017, and rising to three by the period’s end. Although there is a slight
rebound in 2018, this is also the year with the highest number of chart topping songs by men (27 in total) – a
difference of 90% between men and women. As a result of few songs by women reaching #1 and three years with
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no #1 songs by male-female artists (2015, 2016 and 2018), the gap between men and women during the last five
years of this study period remains at a high average of 91%.
Figure 2.6b illustrates the weekly activity in the #1 position of the weekly reports between 2005 and 2018. The
years 2005 to 2008 are particularly strong (in comparison to the years that follow) for female artists in this study
period. In these four years, Jo Dee Messina, Faith Hill, Carrie Underwood and Reba McEntire had significant and
long runs at the top of the chart – and Messina registered the only songs to reach #1 on a yearend chart (as
reported above). Underwood alone spent 23 weeks at the top of the chart in this four year period, followed by
seven weeks for both Taylor Swift and Faith Hill. But this period is also characterized by male artists also
registering a significant number of weeks at the top of the chart: Kenny Chesney spent 33 weeks at the top (with 7
songs) between 2005 and 2008, with Brad Paisley at 28 weeks (9 songs) and Keith Urban registering 23 weeks (7
songs). While they do not come close to matching male-activity in the top position, this is a notable period, and
marks the moment of significant decline and near erasure form the top of the chart. Despite these gains, the gap
increases quite significantly by 2010 – from 51% in 2005 to 95% by 2010 – and averages 90% until 2018. In the
nine-year period between 2010 and 2018, female artists held the #1 position for just 20 of the of the 470 weeks
(4.2%, or 4.5 months), with Underwood spending nine weeks at #1 and Lambert with five weeks.

Figure 2.6a Distribution of Unique Songs (bars) and Unique Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles (lines) in
the #1 Position of the Weekly Airplay Reports for Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Figure 2.6b Distribution of Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles by Weeks in the #1 Position on the Weekly
Airplay Reports for Country Format Radio (2005-2018)
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Here, too, the final years of this period on the weekly charts shows a decreasing number of songs by female
artists reaching the #1 spot. While male artists register 177 songs in the #1 position between 2010 and 2018, only
14 songs by female artists receive enough spins to reach #1 (each for just one week) in this 5-year period. These
#1 songs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reba McEntire’s “Turn on the Radio” in 2010;
Taylor Swift’s “Ours”, Miranda Lambert’s “Over You” and Carrie Underwood’s “Blown Away” in 2012;
Miranda Lambert’s “Mama’s Broken Heart” in 2013 and “Automatic” in 2014;
Carrie Underwood’s “Smoke Break” in 2015;
Carrie Underwood’s “Heartbeat”, “Church Bells” and Dirty Laundry” in 2016;
Carly Pearce’s “Every Little Thing” in 2017; and
Lindsay Ell’s “Criminal”, Maren Morris’s “Rich” and Meghan Patrick’s “Walls Come Down” in 2018.

Lambert and Underwood emerge with three and five #1 songs, respectively. With no #1 songs by male-female
ensembles in 2015, 2016 and 2018, this period is dominated by male artists.
Again, if women are increasingly absent from the top positions of the weekly reports – where do they peak?
Drilling into the Top 100 positions of the weekly chart reveals the frequency of songs by their peak position. Figure
2.7 maps the 2,415 songs by men, 808 songs by women and 225 songs by male-female ensembles by their
frequency peak position. Male artists have almost as many songs peaking in the Top 10 of the weekly charts (775
songs) as women have in the Top 100 positions of the chart in total, and (again) three times as many as malefemale ensembles. Unlike previous studies, the majority of the songs by female artists peak in the Top 10 (118
songs, or 14.6%), but there are collectively more songs in the bottom of the chart – an average of 92 songs in
each of the final four columns – the bottom 40 positions of the Top 100. Songs by women make up just 12.7% of
those in the Top 10, and average 27.7% of the songs peaking in each category. Given the results presented to
this point, it is not surprising to see that male-female ensembles occupy such a small space within the Top 100.
While 17.5% of the songs by male-female ensembles peak in the Top 10, they actually only occupy 4.2% of the
Top 10 songs overall. The highest frequency of songs by male-female ensembles peak between #41-50 (11.3%),
while the majority of their songs make up less than 8.0% of the songs peaking in each other category.

Figure 2.7 Frequency of Songs by Men and Women According to Peak Position on the Weekly Airplay Reports for
Country Format Radio (2005-2018)
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The Canadian Landscape
The question of how Canadian female artists fare in this climate has been considered in part, but is worthy of
critical reflection. When examining the overall representation of country format radio, Canadian artists consistently
make up 45% of the weekly airplay reports, with the remaining 55% by artists from other countries (the majority
from the USA, with strong representation from Australia). Figure 2.8 maps the distribution of songs on the weekly
reports for Canadian artists (light grey) against songs by artists with non-Canadian origins (dark grey). While
detailed analysis of individual stations would be required for a better sense of how Canadian country stations are
meeting the MAPL requirements, the reports provide a good indication of Canadian representation overall.

Figure 2.8 Distribution of Songs by Canadian Musicians (dark) and non-Canadian artists (light) on the Weekly
Airplay Reports for Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Figure 2.9a and 2.9b parses this data by gender, illustrating the placement of men, women and male female
artists on the weekly reports. Figure 2.9a reveals a decline in representation of women overall, but that the decline
is more significant for non-Canadian female artists. Focusing just on female artists, Figure 2.9b show that, as with
the yearend reports, Canadian women average 45% of the weekly airplay reports between 2005 and 2010, while
non-Canadian women average 55%. Between 2008 and 2012, non-Canadian women decline 53.5% from 3,022
songs to 1,405 and average 1,424 songs (40% of those by women) for the remaining seven years of this period.
Although songs by Canadian women do decline between 2005 and 2018, it is just 14.4% and they average 59% of
the weekly songs by women between 2011 and 2018. Thus, again, as women lose space on Canadian country
format radio overall, Canadian women are not impacted to the same extend as non-Canadians.
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Figure 2.9a Distribution of Songs by Canadian (lines) and non-Canadian (bars) Men, Women and Male-female
Ensembles on the Weekly Airplay Reports for Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Figure 2.9b Distribution of Songs by Canadian (lines) and non-Canadian (bars) Women on the Weekly Airplay
Reports for Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Figure 2.10 and 2.11 illustrate the distribution of Canadian and non-Canadian women in the Top 10 and #1
positions, respectively. Despite their strong presence within the weekly airplay charts (Figure 2.9a/b), songs by
Canadian women spend significantly less time in the Top 10 (Figure 2.10) between 2005 and 2018. Non-Canadian
female artists comprise an average 86.9% of the songs by women in the Top 10 of the weekly charts until 2016,
when songs by Canadian women begin to increase. But it is imperative to remember that the number of unique
songs by women (in general) in this period is low – dropping from 14 to 9 over this period. Representation in the
weekly reports at the top of the chart illustrate the significant decline for female artists. Most startlingly, Figure 2.11
shows the near erasure of Canadian women from the #1 spot of the chart. Two Canadian women, Lindsay Ell and
Meghan Patrick, had chart toppings songs in 2018 – the first since Terri Clark in February 2008.
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Figure 2.10 Distribution of Top 10 Songs by Canadian (line) and Non-Canadian (bars) Women on the Weekly
Airplay Reports for Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Figure 2.11 Distribution of #1 Songs by Canadian (line) and Non-Canadian (bars) Women on the Weekly Airplay
Reports for Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Canadian women may not have strong representation in the Top 10 positions of the chart, but they do have a
strong representation in the Top 100 positions of the chart. Figure 2.12 graphs the frequency of songs by women
according to their peak position on the weekly reports with Canadian women represented in the dark plum
columns and non-Canadians the lighter plum shaded columns. With 808 songs by women peaking in the Top 100
positions, 58.2% are by Canadian women. Despite the fact that there are only 35 songs over 14-years that peak in
the Top 10 positions of the chart (versus 82 by non-Canadian artists), Canadian women occupy at least 52% of
the remaining peak columns within the graph – with a high of 71.6% of the songs that peak between #21-30. This
perspective shows how significantly Canadian women feature in weekly programming.
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Figure 2.12 Frequency of Songs by Canadian (dark) and Non-Canadian (light) Women According to Peak
Position Within the Top 100 of the Weekly Airplay Reports for Canadian Country Format Radio (2005-2018)

Key findings
The findings for Part 2 on the weekly distribution of songs charting on the Published Panel further describe the
gender inequity on country format radio. The findings are not surprising: as a result of being given more
opportunities by radio programmers than female artists and male-female ensembles, there are more songs by
men on the chart and more men charting overall and annually.
1. Between 2005 and 2018, there is a 32.2% decline of songs by women overall, and 15.6% in the Top 100
positions of the chart;
2. Male artists have nearly as many songs peaking in the Top 10 of the charts as women do in the Top 100
overall, and have three times more than male-female ensembles;
3. There is a 42.3% decline in the number of songs in the Top 10 positions of the chart between 2005 and
2018, and a 72.7% decline in the number of songs at the top of the chart in the same period;
4. Female artists nearly disappear from the #1 position of the chart – occupying the space for just 10% of the
weeks over this 14-year period.
Remarkably, the final two years of this study show an increase in activity by female artists – to 14.2% overall,
30.7% in the Top 100 and 35.7% in the Top 10. While these increases show advancements for female artists on
country format radio in Canada, the representation of women in these two years is still low.
More critically, the findings in Part 2 highlight the place of Canadian women in this cultural space. While there is
an overall decline in the number of women charting between 2005 and 2018, the results show that the decline
impacts non-Canadian women at a higher rate from 2011 to 2018. Canadians average 59% of the songs by
women in the final nine years of this study. And yet, despite the strong presence of Canadian women in the
weekly reports, it is non-Canadian women that receive enough airplay to enter the top positions of the charts. NonCanadian female artists achieve the majority of the Top 10 and #1 songs on Canadian country format radio.
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Summary Reflections
Inequality prevents merit-based success.
Brandi Carlile in interview with Rolling Stone16
Programming decisions play a vital role in the development of the genre’s cultural space. Radio airplay has a
significant impact on broader industry decision-making practices. Not only does radio influence how labels and
publishers sign, produce and promote artists, it also impacts the trajectory of the careers of artists, who depend on
airplay exposure for other career opportunities. Spins are routinely used as criteria for determining artist eligibility
for industry accolades and/or events. While using spins as a criteria for determining the lead artists might seem
logical, it has become a flawed metric in a world increasingly dominated by streaming and in an industry with such
systemic gender inequalities. For example, an artist’s eligibility for several of the awards presented at the CCMA
Awards is determined, in part, on radio airplay and/or sales statistics, including Male Artist, Female Artist and
Group or Duo of the Year, as well as the all-encompassing Entertainer of the Year, Apple Music Fans’ Choice and
Rising Star. Entertainer of the Year is particularly problematic; returning to the broadcast for the first time in 30
years, the complex selection process is determined based on four rounds of evaluation, the first of which identifies
15 artists based on a combination of Canadian and US spins and sales. Based on the results presented in this
study, a Canadian female artist would never even be deemed eligible for contention for such an award.17 Indeed,
there are no female artists among the nominees for this prestigious award at the September 2019 ceremony. This
is even a problematic criterion to use for determining Female Artist of the Year, as there are many Canadian
women who have strong streaming numbers but limited radio airplay.
The findings presented here echo those presented in previous studies of country music charts: male artists are
programmed at an increasingly higher rate than both women and male-female ensembles over the course of the
study period.18 Not only are there increasingly more male artists, there are also more songs by male artists on the
yearend and weekly reports overall as well as within the top positions of the reports. As a result, female artists and
male-female ensembles occupy an increasingly smaller space within Canadian country music culture; by 2018
they occupy a combined total 10.7% of the unique songs on the yearend reports, 22.5% of those on the weekly
reports, 11% of which enter the Top 10, with just 10% (3 songs) reaching the coveted #1 spot. The disparity in
spins is (as on US country radio) most glaring in 2018 with an 8.7 to 1 ratio between men and women.
Yet this study also revealed that, while there is a trend toward decline in the number of women on country format
radio, the year 2018 revealed a slight increase from 2017 in the number of songs and female artists on the charts.
The increase from an average of 50 songs a week to 99 by December 29, 2018 occurred throughout the Fall of
2018, following the launch of Country 101.1’s “Girl Power Hour” program and across the Rogers brand stations.
Focused study on the playlists of individual stations during this period, which is outside of the scope of this study,
would help unpack how programming changed in this period and if indeed it was a result of Rogers’ specialty
programming. It is important to note, however, that the increase was short-lived: the number of songs by women
per week dropped back to a weekly average of 56 starting January 5, 2019 (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Distribution of Songs by Men, Women and Male-female Ensembles on Weekly Airplay Reports
Between October 2018 and July 2019
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Perhaps more critically for Canadian country music culture, the results presented here point strongly to increased
representation of Canada’s female artists starting in 2011. While this support is not frequent enough to push
Canadian female artists into the Top 10 positions of the weekly airplay charts in strong numbers, they dominate
the rest of the chart. Indeed, there is a significant presence of Canadian women on Canadian country format radio.
The year 2018 also marks the end of a decade-long drought for Canadian women at the top of the chart – with #1
records for both Lindsay Ell (“Criminal”) and Meghan Patrick (“Walls Come Down”).
In such a context, unless something changes – whether in radio programming or award criteria – it seems unlikely
that female artists would be recognized for top awards. To echo the words of Brandi Carlile in interview with
Rolling Stone Country, inequalities such as these prevent merit-based success for female artists: how can women
be evaluated based on ability if they are not even afforded the opportunity to sit at the same table?

Toward Inclusion
When you include a group that’s been excluded, you benefit everyone. And when you’re
working globally to include women and girls, who are half of every population, you’re
working to benefit all members of every community. Gender equity lifts everyone.
Melinda Gates, The Moment of Lift19

In April 1970, the CRTC held hearings to discuss the implementation of the CanCon quota system. In his
statement, Canadian musician Skip Prokop of the Ontario band Lighthouse, spoke of the potential benefits of
these regulations:
The kids who are trying to make it and who are recording will start getting hit records. The next thing
that will happen is that Canadian kids will start paying a certain amount of money to go and see them
in concert. […] Then, the third thing that happens is that you start creating… stars within your own
country. […] Now, when that happens, you will start getting… worldwide interest in what is
happening in Canada.20
Framed as an instrument for fostering and promoting Canadian talent, Prokop’s comments highlight the benefits of
the quota system across the Canadian music industry – increase of album and concert ticket sales, development
of the industry and greater potential for international success. Nearly 50 years from its initial implementation, the
benefits of the CanCon requirements cannot be denied (though some do remain ardent opponents of the
regulations). Canadian artists were signed to recording contracts in greater numbers and Canadian songwriters
benefitted from increased royalties. Canadian artists were able to achieve success in their own country – “enabling
them to build a base from which they could perform in the United States and other countries as well.” 21 Canadian
audiences also benefitted. This practice, as Eric Spalding notes, “had the effect of increasing the presence of
Canadian music on the radio and thus its prominence in listeners’ lives. Such a change inevitably had broader
effects on the Canadian music industry.”22 The CanCon regulations had the effect of increasing the presence of
Canadian content from less than 10% to at least 35% on Canadian radio. More critically, it resulted in the growth
of a music industry that fostered and developed opportunities for Canadian artists.
Pre-1970s radio culture in Canada is an analogue to the current male domination of country format radio. Although
often made to account for audience preferences and the free market, gender-based programming exerts
significant impacts on genre and radio cultures. Whether it be a practice of not playing women back-to-back or
intentionally limiting their presence in a playlist to 13-15%, gender-based programming practices have the effect of
gradually eliminating space for women and contributing to the broader crisis of homogeneity within country music
culture. Airplay charts, once a marker of an artist’s success, have become a tool for justifying industry practices,
their data used across the industry in ways that reinforce and exacerbate pre-existing inequalities and
discrimination – from programming on radio and streaming to development of label/publishing rosters and to
award nomination selection processes. Over the course of the last two decades, these practices have radically
changed the dynamics of county music culture – as songs by male artists are increasingly privileged on radio
playlists, female artists have been nearly erased from contemporary commercial radio culture. Not only does this
create a culture of inequality, but it completely alters the public’s perception of who is contributing to country music
culture. Like the US-dominated culture of pre-1970s Canadian radio, the yearend and weekly airplay charts
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studied by SongData reveal the erosion of a genre’s cultural ecosystem, marked by the disappearance of women
from radio.
Regulatory quotas for increasing the presence of women on radio are not the solution to working toward gender
equality in country music culture – and they are not what anyone in this conversation advocates (SongData
included). But if anything is to be learned from the implementation of CanCon regulations it’s that the inclusion of
music by Canadian artists benefitted the broader musical ecosystem in the country. It opened doors for Canadian
artists to national radio, promoted Canada’s cultural heritage, ushered in the development of the national popular
music industry, changed the sonic landscape of Canadian radio and created opportunity for Canadian artists
nationally. This had the added benefit of increasing Canada’s presence on a global musical stage.
The same can be true of radio program directors making a concerted effort – like Amanda Kingsland at Country
101.1 in Ottawa, Ontario – to include more songs by female artists in their playlists. The presence of more songs
by women – of female voices – on terrestrial radio will significantly change the dynamics of the ecosystem: not
only will there be sonic diversity, but there will also be narrative diversity. As audiences are exposed to more
music by women, they will seek out music by other female artists, they will buy/download/stream their singles and
albums and they will attend more concerts. Women – Canadian women especially in the context of this study – will
then have greater opportunities to advance their career and have their art be recognized alongside their male
colleagues at award ceremonies.
Of course, it is not to radio alone to solve this problem: labels and publishers need to do their part, too. Program
directors at broadcast radio need to have enough songs by women in their databases to be able to include them in
their playlists. Having had the opportunity to see the tools used in Canadian radio programming, it is clear that
program directors face a very real challenge in building balanced and diverse playlists. Labels need to sign more
female artists so that radio has music performed and written by women to include in their playlists. They need to
provide the same access to resources for women and support their work with the same intensity as they do the
male artists on their rosters. With radio and labels making a concerted effort to include and support women, there
will be greater opportunity for touring, festivals, merchandising, fan clubs and more.
This is not a discussion of quotas. It is a discussion of inclusion. It is about abandoning practices that limit and
exclude women in favour of those that promote, support and include them within the genre’s cultural ecosystem. It
is about recognizing that half of the population is just as talented and has just as much to contribute to country
music as their male colleagues. It is about the value of equality and diversity in the development of cultural spaces
that are becoming increasingly homogenous and narrow. 23 It is about understanding the incredible power of
creating opportunity for marginalized voices and understanding the potential benefits for health of the genre. It is
about recognizing that merit and ability cannot be part of this discussion until there is a crowded table, with a place
for everyone. The benefits will be great and they will not just be directed at women. The entire genre will reap the
benefits – artistically, culturally and financially – from the inclusion of female artists.
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